ROK Solution and the organization department

ROK Solution – your change management tool that is integrated with
the operational repository, that generates automatic alerts, and where
updated information is always available.
Updated organizational
chart
Finding an updated organizational chart with the
most recent arrivals/departures of and changes to
personnel is a rarely guaranteed prerequisite for
any repository sharing.
ROK is a BPM solution that manages business,
repository, social, and project organizational charts.

Updated process
mapping

As an external model, it can analyze the gap between
the organization in ROK, the IS directory and/or the
payment application, thereby guaranteeing the
integrity of the data.

How to ensure that the modeled processes at any
given moment are sent individually to the
persons in question ?

Any change is immediately reflected.

The processes are assigned according to positions,
which are assigned to employees. The user receives
an alert (email, Intranet, etc.) of any process change
in real time. The EDM and IT rights are constantly

Assured shared repositories

updated.

How to ensure that the modeled repositories are
sent to the appropriate persons and that simple
and customized access is available to them at all
times ?
ROK is a collaborative Intranet. The integrity of the
organizational

chart,

processes,

EDM,

and

IS

guarantees the accuracy of the information.
Its web interface and integration with messaging
and/or

company

Intranet

guarantee

information will be stored in the best place.

that

the

A quality answer/ISO
How to make the effort for certification, but not
sure that the information is well understood
without reproduce the day before the annual
audit and without difficulty justifying areas of
improvement ?
Modeling in ROK is ISO. Records are preserved
(versioning). The recipient will only see information
relevant to him and there's no need to go search for
it. The model "sticks" to reality and the process may

Organizational Agility
Manage the migration of an ERP – updating an IT
tool or acquiring a new application is a real
nightmare

as

regards

costs,

time

of

implementation, team mobilization, training, and,
more generally, change management.
ROK makes it possible to create ad hoc project
teams. ROK measures in real time the impact on
skills, processes, risks. ROK creates an Intranet
project similar to the organization that is equipped
with the most sophisticated communications tools
(including external partners). ROK is the basis for the
training and for the adoption of the new solution.

Change Management
The implementation is carried out by web service and/or a simple Excel import. Updates are made graphically
from the organizational chart. The information is sent through ROK in real time, or simply by email (automatic)
or your company Intranet. Zero effort: ROK is updated with real-time alerts and the ROK Pages "host" the
information in the most appropriate format (Intranet, email, etc.). Useful information is sent to its recipient via
the desired format. Updates generate alerts. Inside ROK: the project, monitoring, and impacts are managed in
real time in the desired format, in the company and with its ecosystem (consulting firms, integrators, etc.)
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be viewed either in flow chart or task sheet format.

